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Abstract 
The advance of Machine Learning (ML) has led to a strong interest in this technology to support deci-
sion making. While complex ML models provide predictions that are often more accurate than those of 
traditional tools, such models often hide the reasoning behind the prediction from their users, which 
can lead to lower adoption and lack of insight. Motivated by this tension, research has put forth Ex-
plainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) techniques that uncover patterns discovered by ML. Despite the 
high hopes in both ML and XAI, there is little empirical evidence of the benefits to traditional businesses. 
To this end, we analyze data on 220,185 customers of an energy retailer, predict cross-purchases with 
up to 86% correctness (AUC), and show that the XAI method SHAP provides explanations that hold for 
actual buyers. We further outline implications for research in information systems, XAI, and relation-
ship marketing. 
 
Keywords: Cross-Selling, Energy Retailing, Explainable Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning,  
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1 Motivation 
Relationship marketing aims to systematically build long-term relationships with customers. As the at-
traction of new customers is costly, relationship marketing focuses on developing and “nurturing” ex-
isting customers (Kumar, 2018). Activities include customer loyalty programs, the selling of higher-
valued offerings (up-selling) or additional products (cross-selling). When done right, cross-selling prom-
ises significant profits for companies (Kamakura, 2008; Schmitz et al., 2014). To support this practice, 
organizations invest into customer relationship management (CRM) systems, which systematically rec-
ord customer data (e.g., order and payment history) and support a wide variety of organizational tasks 
in relationship marketing (Zablah et al., 2012). Yet, implementing a CRM system does not always lead 
to the desired business impact (Chang et al., 2014; Zablah et al., 2012). Also, organisations face chal-
lenges in actually realising business value from big data in CRM systems (Sivarajah et al., 2017) and 
lack knowledge on how to condense the rich information to operational insights (Kitchens et al., 2018).  
Machine learning (ML), the core technology of artificial intelligence (AI) for recognizing patterns in 
data and making predictions, has recently made strong advances in improving modelling capabilities. 
This also led to new applications for relationship marketing: Several studies have already demonstrated, 
for example, how to derive customer spending in promotional campaigns (Shrivastava and Jank, 2015), 
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purchase probabilities (Martens et al., 2016), customer profitability (Cui et al., 2012), and customer 
characteristics (Hopf et al., 2016). Such fine-grained insights represent a significant contribution to op-
erational sales processes in cross-selling. Despite illustrative examples and the rapid development of 
ML, it seems that firms rarely achieve productivity gains from respective investments (Müller et al., 
2018; Tambe, 2014; Wu et al., 2019)––Brynjolfsson et al. (2017) also refer to this problem as the AI 
productivity paradox.  
The benefits of ML technology are particularly hard to realize in areas where processes have a high 
human involvement, such as retail marketing. Processes that involve humans require technologies that 
are geared towards users, i.e., they should “augment” human work (Grønsund and Aanestad, 2020). 
However, only a few empirical examples of ML-based work augmentation exist in practice. Research 
on ML in relationship marketing so far focuses strongly on targeting (i.e., selecting most promising 
customers) and recommender systems studies have concentrated on automated tailoring (e.g., finding 
the right product to offer) (Wang and Benbasat, 2016; Wang and Wang, 2019), but not on how technol-
ogies can augment the work of sales agents that seek to cross-sell products. 
Energy utilities belong to a sector with established customer relationships due to its contract-based of-
ferings. They have increasingly comprehensive customer data due to ongoing digitization and the de-
ployment of smart meter infrastructures. Formerly often monopolists, these incumbents now frequently 
operate in liberalized, competitive markets (Cramton, 2017). Energy utilities have therefore a growing 
interest in new ways to maintain profits through cross-selling efforts. As only few studies investigate 
the application of ML in the area of cross-selling, we investigate the following research question (RQ): 

RQ1: To what extent can ML predict future cross-buying behavior in energy retailing based 
on existing purchase behavior data? 

Answering RQ1 demonstrates ability of ML to aid cross-selling processes and helps especially tradi-
tional firms with their decision on investing into this technology. For research, it lays the foundation to 
further investigate issues around the organizational use of ML (Baier et al., 2019; Berente et al., 2021). 
One of the issues is that most well-functioning and contemporary ML applications are “black boxes” 
(Guidotti et al., 2018). Thus, they are inscrutable and difficult for humans to understand (Berente et al., 
2021). This causes several problems that hinder the broader adoption of ML applications in corporate 
systems, like those used in CRM. First, the inscrutability brings user acceptance problems (Burton et 
al., 2020; Dietvorst et al., 2018). Second, for many applications, predictions alone are only of limited 
help and users expect prescriptions with concrete recommendations for action (Mehdiyev and Fettke, 
2020). Third, users want to exploit the pattern recognition capability of the algorithms. They want to see 
and understand the ML-detected patterns in the data instead of receiving predictions (Berente et al., 
2019; Tremblay et al., 2021). 
Research on knowledge-based systems has identified explanations as a potential remedy to some of 
these problems (Gregor and Benbasat, 1999; Wang and Benbasat, 2007) and ML research has put forth 
Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) techniques. XAI methods provide many opportunities to offer 
additional insights for relationship marketing, but current approaches have a strong focus on technical 
aspects or data perspectives of developers. Thus, the outputs of these approaches cannot directly be used 
in information systems (IS) to support humans (Abdul et al., 2018; Miller, 2019; Wastensteiner et al., 
2021). Current IS research lacks evaluations regarding the validity and robustness of patterns detected 
by XAI in the data. Also, the design of explanations for business users remains underinvestigated (Cheng 
et al., 2019). 
For the case of cross-selling, predictions on which products a certain customer is likely to buy—an ML 
model can predict this information based on behavioral data (Martínez et al., 2020)—is just of limited 
help, because sales experts need additional insights on arguments that matter for the customer to buy a 
specific product. Thus, we explore the benefits of XAI methods in this case with: 

RQ2: How well can XAI derive patterns from predictive models on the example of cross-buying 
behaviour that hold for actual buyers? 

In answering RQ2, we assess how valid the generated explanations are and provide a robustness check 
of the obtained insights. Our resulting ML and XAI models lay the foundation for further investigations 
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involving human participants, who can use the insights and generate business value that future studies 
can quantify. 

2 Related Work 
We briefly review existing approaches of IS research and practice to support sales activities. By catch-
ing up on the latest developments in the area of ML applications in that field, we point to the limita-
tions of black box models and applications that support humans in the relationship marketing process. 

2.1 IS for sales support 
IS have a long tradition in supporting the sales processes in companies. This started with systems that 
organized existing knowledge on customers and products in the form of databases (e.g., Binbasioglu 
and Jarke, 1986; King, 1978), enterprise reporting and business intelligence systems that aggregate data 
to descriptive figures (Shollo and Galliers, 2016), and CRM systems that aim to record all interactions 
of a firm with its customers and to analyze these interactions in order to optimize profitability, customer 
satisfaction, and customer retention. From a management perspective, CRM systems are often men-
tioned in the same vein as ERP systems and have a high strategic relevance (Luftman et al., 2012). 
Literature distinguishes between support-related and targeting-related types of CRM systems (Kim and 
Mukhopadhyay, 2010). As a direct support for front-line employees, support-related systems (also 
known as “front-office” or “operational” CRM) store and manage data for providing customized service. 
Targeting-related systems (often called “analytical,” “strategic,” or “back-office” CRM) analyze cus-
tomers’ preferences and purchasing behaviors (Kim and Mukhopadhyay, 2010).  
Studies in IS have investigated different aspects of CRM systems in an organizational context. One 
stream examines effective CRM systems design and implementation (Gefen and Ridings, 2002; Kim 
and Mukhopadhyay, 2010; Ward et al., 2005). This research is supported by studies on the user satis-
faction of front-line employees with CRM that leads to a better perceived service quality by customers 
(Hsieh et al., 2012). Another stream focuses on the influence of CRM systems on firm performance 
(Coltman, 2007; Coltman et al., 2011; Karimi et al., 2001; Zablah et al., 2012). A third stream concen-
trates on how customer-centric websites must be built to satisfy customers and improve customer rela-
tionships (Albert and Goes, 2004; Lee et al., 2003). 
Overall, the primary goal of CRM systems is to store customer data, together with transaction and in-
teraction data. There is growing interest in extracting value from the stored data, as well as connecting 
and merging open and big data sources to provide additional insights into the customer data (Akter and 
Fosso Wamba, 2016; Constantiou and Kallinikos, 2015; LaValle et al., 2011). 

2.2 ML in sales support systems 
ML techniques have been used for many years to obtain predictions or prescriptions from data stored in 
corporate IS (Arnott and Pervan, 2008; Shaw and Tu, 1988). Yet, recent advances in ML algorithms, 
the availability of data, and computing power allowed extensive use in corporate processes (Akter and 
Fosso Wamba, 2016; Duan et al., 2019; Tarafdar et al., 2019; Watson, 2017). In contrast to earlier at-
tempts to make IS intelligent, which were primarily based on human-encoded rule sets (Duan et al., 
2019; Haenlein and Kaplan, 2019), ML can automatically acquire rules from data and thereby overcome 
the “knowledge acquisition bottleneck” (Cullen and Bryman, 1988) that has been a major obstacle of 
rule-based systems. ML-based IS can therefore support the personal selling process of goods at critical 
steps (Syam and Sharma, 2018). Studies in the field of IS illustrate how ML can already provide guid-
ance in the targeting phase of the personal selling process. For example, studies predicted purchase 
probabilities for specific products (Loureiro et al., 2018; Martens et al., 2016; Olson and Chae, 2012), 
customer spending in promotional campaigns (Shrivastava and Jank, 2015), and customer profitability 
(Cui et al., 2012). However, existing studies on ML in relationship marketing so far focus strongly on 
targeting (i.e., selecting the most promising customers for a single product), but not on tailoring offers 
to customers (i.e., finding the right product to offer for a buyer)—a core activity in cross-selling. 
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2.3 Explainable Artifical Intelligence (XAI) in IS 
ML methods can obtain powerful predictions, but the resulting models are usually black boxes, which 
means they are inscrutable to humans (Berente et al., 2021; Guidotti et al., 2018). As explanations are 
demonstrated to improve user performance (Gregor and Benbasat, 1999), satisfaction (Li and Gregor, 
2011), and trust (Yeomans et al., 2019) in intelligent systems, there is a high interest in obtaining expla-
nations for ML models. Explanations can also help to improve the reliability of quantitative models by 
allowing humans to evaluate the causality of discovered relationships (Rudin, 2019) and match the steps 
of machine reasoning with existing conceptual or mental models (Tremblay et al., 2021; van den Broek 
et al., 2021).  
Given this interest, XAI has emerged as a very active field of research and has produced various methods 
to explain the predictions of ML models (Barredo Arrieta et al., 2020). Along with the development of 
new XAI approaches, three main properties have been mentioned in the literature to distinguish between 
methods (Adadi and Berrada, 2018; Stiglic et al., 2020): First, the level of interpretability, with local 
methods explaining individual predictions and global methods clarifying the entire model behavior that 
has led to all the individual model outcomes. Second, the applicability of methods, where model-agnos-
tic approaches are pluggable to any model, while specific methods are limited to a specific class of ML. 
Third, whether procedures are necessary to increase the interpretability of the model. Explanation meth-
ods that explain an already trained model are referred to in the literature as post-hoc methods. One such 
technique aims to measure the feature’s influence on the outcome by permuting feature values for some 
noise. Intrinsic approaches, in contrast, are considered interpretable by design, like linear regression 
(Adadi and Berrada, 2018; Barredo Arrieta et al., 2020; Molnar, 2019). 
We focus on model-agnostic and local methods that explain the attribution of features for a model’s 
outcome. For the cross-selling case, they provide explanations on the level of each customer and identify 
the features that are most important for a predicted customer behavior. Two feature attribution methods 
that provide model-agnostic and local explanations are frequently cited in the literature (Slack et al., 
2020): First, Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME), which perturbs data and feeds 
them into an ML model. Based on this newly generated training data and the model predictions, LIME 
fits an interpretable model (e.g., linear regression) weighted by the proximity of the synthetically gen-
erated observation to the actual observation. Accordingly, the method calculates a feature’s attribution 
through the distance of a prediction of the interpretable model to the non-interpretable model (Ribeiro 
et al., 2016). Second, Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP) proposed by Lundberg and Lee (2017) 
uses concepts from cooperative game theory to determine the extent to which a given feature value 
affects a single prediction. SHAP aims to assign an impact value to all features at the individual predic-
tion level (i.e., generating local explanations) and thus, belongs to the class of additive feature attribution 
methods (Molnar, 2019). Shapley and SHAP values in particular aim to uncover how a feature contrib-
utes to the change in model prediction for a data instance compared to the average prediction of the 
model over all data instances (Lundberg et al., 2020). LIME has recently been subject to criticism for 
providing different explanations for the same instances when repeating explanation generation, resulting 
in low stability (Carvalho et al., 2019). In fact, LIME randomly perturbs data in the neighborhood of a 
training instance to obtain inputs for fitting an interpretable model (Ribeiro et al., 2016). SHAP, in 
contrast, avoids random components to generate explanations for linear and tree-based ML by interpret-
ing the models directly (Lundberg et al., 2020; Lundberg and Lee, 2017). Velmurugan et al. (2021) can 
show, using several tabular datasets, that SHAP is—as expected—the more stable XAI method for linear 
and tree-based ML. Also, using time-series data, Schlegel et al. (2019) show that SHAP outperforms 
LIME in terms of meaningful explanations. Hence, we consider SHAP as the most relevant feature 
attribution method for the generation of explanations for cross-selling. 
Despite the helpful insights that current XAI methods allow into ML models, the methods have a strong 
focus on technical aspects or the data perspective of developers. The outputs of such methods are there-
fore not directly usable in IS intended to present information to business users (Abdul et al., 2018; Mil-
ler, 2019; Wastensteiner et al., 2021). Rather, research is needed that investigates how explanations 
should be designed for business users (Cheng et al., 2019). 
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3 Research Approach 
To answer our research questions, we conducted an empirical analysis on the use of current ML and 
XAI methods (Bailey and Barley, 2020; Tremblay et al., 2021) in relationship marketing. In accordance 
with the guidelines for conducting ML research in IS (Kühl et al., 2021), we give a detailed account of 
our data analysis in the method and results section.  

3.1 Case selection, problem description, and study design 
From our empirical case study on applying ML in an energy utility’s cross-selling efforts, we gained 
knowledge on the use of AI in organizations, particularly in the relationship marketing context. We 
purposefully selected (Patton, 2002, p. 234) the energy retailing industry because it is an increasingly 
important business field. We found a company that provided us with unique data from their operational 
databases that we can use for scientific inquiry. The investigated application of ML in its richness was—
to the best of our knowledge—previously not accessible to IS inquiry, it is thus a “revelatory case study” 
(Yin, 2018, p. 50), enabling us to study our research question with a single-case study. 
The energy utility business has become increasingly competitive in the last years (Cramton, 2017): New 
companies have entered the market, energy products have become more expensive, and the political 
debate around counteracting climate change raised new requirements for utility companies. All this is 
confronted with the fact that the share of the wallet spent on housing, water and energy has remained 
nearly constant during the last 20 years (Eurostat, 2017). Another problem of energy retailers is that 
their products are either contractual (like electricity, gas, water, cable TV, Internet, etc.) or durable (like 
electric vehicle wall boxes, photovoltaic installations, etc.). Purchasing such products requires a rela-
tively high buyer involvement and usually takes place in personal selling situations (Kotler et al., 2017), 
for example, via a phone call. Consulting customers for such cross-selling products requires significant 
experience from sales experts (Allcott & Sweeney, 2017; Bhaskaran & Gilbert, 2009). These employees 
consider the situation of the customer, select one or more suitable product(s) to offer, and argue for the 
benefits of the product. Many studies from the application of ML in relationship marketing focus on the 
qualification of customers for a certain product to support targeting. Our case sheds light on the situation 
where a sales expert stays in contact with an existing customer. In such a situation, it is not only relevant 
which customer buys a certain product, but also which products are most suitable for the sales expert to 
offer. Beyond that, it is valuable to know arguments that are most effective in offering the respective 
products.  
Our study followed a typical data analytics approach (Fayyad et al., 1996; Shearer, 2000). We gathered 
knowledge on the business situation, inspected original data, prepared the data for modeling, applied 
ML models and an XAI approach, and evaluated the results according to standards of the discipline 
(Kühl et al., 2021). We illustrate our approach in Figure 1 and describe each step below. 

 

Figure 1. Research approach and technical implementation. 
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3.2 Experimental data and variables 
We received a dataset from a European utility company that offers power, gas, Internet, and cable TV 
contracts to private customers. The dataset consisted of contact events (e.g., emails, phone calls), con-
tract information, yearly electricity consumption for existing contracts, revenue information, and data 
on the dunnings issued in the case of late payments. In total, the dataset contained 95 variables on 
220,185 unique power, Internet, or cable TV customers who were active in the years 2012 through 2017, 
spanning 547,848 utility service contracts. When formatting the dataset over the timespan to obtain the 
relevant information for each prediction case and year (e.g., power consumption or revenue for the given 
year), we came up with a set of 23 unique variables. 
To enrich the data with environmental information, we obtained 44 variables from the geographic data-
base OpenStreetMap for each customer address specified in the contracts, following the procedures de-
scribed by Hopf (2018). These variables describe the geographic area in an area of 300x300m around 
the customer’s location (e.g., distance to businesses, mean area of nearby buildings). Table 1 provides 
a summary of all variables used for the analysis. 
Group Variable Description Data type 
Customer StartYear Year of the start of the first contract between customer and 

company. 
Integer 

Age Age of the customer in years according to the last contract. Float 
FormOfAddress Form of address of the customer according to the last con-

tract. 
Categorical 

RelationshipMonthsUn-
til{year} 

Number of calendar months since the beginning of the cus-
tomer relationship until the end of the observed year. 

Float 

NumberOfContacts{year} Number of discrete contact events initiated by the customer. Float 
BankType Type of last specified bank. Categorical 
NumberOfDun-
nings{year} 

Number of dunning notices issued by the company to the cus-
tomer. 

Float 

Has Title, Phone, Mobile, 
Email, Different billing 
address, IBAN 

Binary values stating whether the customer has specified an 
academic title/landline/mobile phone number/e-mail ad-
dress/different billing address/international bank account 
number in any of their contracts or not. 

Boolean 

ServicePortal, OnlineBills Binary values stating if customer uses service portal/online 
billing option. 

Boolean 

Consumption NormPower{year} Yearly average electricity consumption in kWh. Float 
Total/Net Revenue{Con-

tractType}{year} 
Net revenue from all cable TV/Internet/power/total contracts 
of the customer. 

Float 

Existing 
Customer 

Power{year}, Inet{year}, 
TV{year} 

Binary values stating whether the customer is an existing (i.e., 
customer has had the relevant contract for the entirety of the 
observed year) or new power, Internet or cable TV customer 
for a given year or not. 

Boolean 

Purchase (depend-
ent variable) 

Boolean 

Coordinates Lat, Long Latitude, longitude of the customer’s main address in degrees. Float 
Building Area Building area in m2 (mean, median, variance). Float 

NextBuildingArea Building area of the closest building in m2. Float 
NextBuildingsDist Distance to the closest building in m (mean, variance). Float 
BuildingDist Distance to buildings in m (mean, variance). Float 
ThisBuildingType, Next-
BuildingType,  
BuildingTypeMode 

The type of the building, closest building, mode for building 
type within an area of 300x300m around the customer’s loca-
tion. 

Categorical 

Num Buildings, PublicInstitu-
tions, Business, Food, 
Transportation, Recrea-
tion, Culture, Sights, 
Countryside, RoadSystem 

Number of buildings/public institutions/businesses/eating 
places/public transportation/recreational/cultural fea-
tures/tourist attractions/countryside/roads within an area of 
300x300m around the customer’s location. 

Float 

MinDist Business, Food, Culture Minimum distance to the closest public institution/busi-
nesses/eating places/public transportation/recreational/cul-
tural feature/tourist attraction/countryside/road system within 
an area of 300x300m around the customer’s location in m. 

Float 

MeanDist PublicInstitutions, Busi-
ness, Food, Transporta-
tion, Recreation, Culture, 

Mean distance to the closest public institution/businesses/eat-
ing places/public transportation/recreational/cultural 

Float 
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Group Variable Description Data type 
Sights, Countryside, 
RoadSystem 

feature/tourist attraction/countryside/road system within an 
area of 300x300m around the customer’s location in m. 

TotalArea Apartments, SingleFam-
ily, NonResidential, 
NotSpecified, Country-
Side, Residential, City 

Total area for apartment/single family/non-residential/not 
specified/countryside/residential/city zoning within an area of 
300x300m around the customer’s location in m2. 

Float 

Land use ThisLandUseType 
NextLandUseType 

Land use type of the customer’s location and of the closest 
land partition within an area of 300x300m around the cus-
tomer’s location. 

Categorical 

Table 1. Variables used for cross-selling prediction. 

3.3 Data Preparation 
In order to prepare the data for analysis, we conducted several preparatory steps. First, we excluded 
contract data that obviously belonged to business customers. We did so by filtering the salutation (e.g., 
“Mr.” or “Mrs.”) and the power contracts with an electricity consumption of less than 100,000 kWh—
this was the consumption threshold beyond which the utility company offered specific business con-
tracts. We also excluded all customers without active contracts in the time frame of 2012-2017. Second, 
we computed the yearly revenue for each TV or Internet contract using each contracts’ active months 
within each year and multiplying them with the monthly price for the respective tariff (e.g., EUR 15.32 
for 30 Mbit/s Internet). For power contracts, we calculated the revenue based on the mean daily con-
sumption for each year and the corresponding consumption-oriented rates for each type of contract. 
Third, we aggregated all contract information up to the customer level by summing up revenues and 
consumption of all contracts of a customer. When a single customer had contracts under multiple ad-
dresses, we used the geographic information with regard to their most frequent address.  
Finally, we formatted the dependent variables. If a customer was an existing customer for a type of 
contract in a given year and cross-purchased a contract of a different type in the following year, the 
value of the dependent variable {contractType}Purchase{year} was True, else the value of the depend-
ent variable was False. Table 2 shows the distribution of all dependent variables for all years. 
Year 
(Train/Test) 

Number of observations 
Power buys Inet Power buys TV TV buys Inet Internet buys TV 

2012/2013 162,957 (1,508 / 0.9%) 162,957 (1,565 / 1.0%) 68,882 (1,159 / 1.7%) 31,077 (149 / 0.5%) 
2013/2014 163,885 (1,711 / 1.0%) 163,885 (2,011 / 1.2%) 71,115 (1,333 / 1.9%) 32,902 (200 / 0.6%) 
2014/2015 164,186 (1,728 / 1.1%) 164,186 (1,769 / 1.1%) 72,477 (1,247 / 1.7%) 34,616 (161 / 0.5%) 
2015/2016 164,727 (2,087 / 1.3%) 164,727 (2,964 / 1.8%) 74,386 (1,322 / 1.8%) 36,948 (190 / 0.5%) 
2016/2017 165,553 (1,884 / 1.1%) 165,553 (2,123 / 1.3%) 75,461 (1,134 / 1.5%) 39,278 (263 / 0.7%) 

Table 2. Number of observations per train/test year and cross-purchase case (number and ra-
tio of true positives in parentheses). 

3.4 Quantitative modeling 
Our modeling consisted of three steps. First, we chose the ML algorithms and their specific parameters 
for the task. Then, we trained the classifiers on each prediction case. Finally, we used the XAI method 
SHAP to explain the output of the models and validated the explanation output. 
The proportion of positive and negative observations displayed a highly imbalanced class structure due 
to the fact that only a small fraction of the customers represented in the dataset cross-purchased contracts 
in each year. That is, the percentage of the positive class among all observations in each cross-purchase 
case and train/test year ranged from 0.5% to 1.9%. Class imbalance can be a particularly difficult obsta-
cle on the path to obtaining useful predictions in ML (Branco et al., 2016). Considering their comparably 
good performance in a high number of applications (Emanet et al., 2014; Fernandez-Delgado et al., 
2014), we decided on applying a variant of the Random Forest (RF) and of the AdaBoost classifier. 
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Specifically, we used the Balanced RF1 (Chen et al., 2004) and Random Under-Sampling Boost2 
(RUSBoost) Classifier (Seiffert et al., 2010). Both algorithms randomly undersample the majority class 
(in our case, the negative class) to balance the proportion between positive and negative observations. 
To select suitable parameters for both classifiers, we applied a randomized parameter search with strat-
ified 10-fold cross-validation. The stratification ensured that the class distributions in each fold remain 
comparable. In awareness of the risk to overfit parameters to the data (Probst et al., 2019), we performed 
the parameter search only on the data subset for the Power buys TV (2016/2017) prediction case, as it 
was the subset among the two cases with the largest number of observations that has the higher propor-
tion of true positives (Table 2). We chose to use parameter configurations which resulted in the best 
performance of the classifiers regarding the AUC metric (we describe the metric in detail in Section 
4.1). Thereafter, we trained and evaluated models for each case, year, and ML algorithm with stratified 
10-fold cross-validation to mitigate bias in measuring the classifiers’ performance. 
Beyond the ML models, which are capable to predict, we employed the XAI method SHAP with its 
implementation for tree-based ML models (TreeSHAP) to illustrate the patterns that ML detected in the 
data. We integrated our analysis into the stratified 10-fold cross-validation and computed SHAP values 
for each test fold to observe patterns in the predictions. To determine whether SHAP provides robust 
explanations, we compare SHAP values between the cross-validation’s test folds for customers who 
purchased an additional product. Further, we conducted statistical tests to investigate if the patterns 
explained by the XAI method actually hold for the following years. 

4 Evaluation and Results 
We evaluate the predictive performance of the ML models in order to answer RQ1 and we evaluate the 
outputs of the XAI method SHAP to answer RQ2. 

4.1 Predictive performance 
To assess the quality of the prediction models, we adhere to the standards of ML research and use 10-
fold cross-validation with a stratified random sampling (Hastie et al., 2009) for each year, and compare 
the prediction for each customer with the true customer behavior. For each customer we count the true 
positive (tp), false positive (fp), true negative (tn), and false negative (fn) predictions. We monitor the 
performance over time between the different years to account for the longitudinal format of the data. 
Given the imbalanced class setting, we use several measures of classification performance (Branco et 
al., 2016): Precision, Recall, the tradeoff between both (𝐹!), and the AUC metric, which is “one of the 
most used measures under imbalanced domains” (Branco et al., 2016, p. 9). 
Precision states the ratio of true positives to the group of observations declared as positive by the clas-
sifier and computes as Precision = tp / (tp + fp). It takes values between 0 and 1, where 0 implies for 
our case that the classifier did not correctly predict any cross-purchase in the following year and 1 that 
all positive predictions were correct. 
Recall (also called "sensitivity") quantifies the ability of a classifier to detect observations that are truly 
positive: Recall = tp / (tp + fn). The range of values for recall is [0,1], where 0 indicates that the classifier 
did not identify any of the customers who cross-purchase in the following year, and 1 that all customers 
that made a cross-purchase were recognized by the model. 
The 𝐹! score is a tradeoff measure calculated from precision and recall that allows to apply the weight 
𝛽 to assign a higher value to precision or recall respectively: 𝐹! = (1 + 𝛽") * Precision * Recall / ((𝛽" 
* Precision) + Recall). Given our case, we selected 𝛽 = 2, which weighs recall four times higher than 

 
1 Balanced RF parameters: n_estimators: 1600, min_samples_split: 5, min_samples_leaf: 2, max_features: sqrt, max_depth: 
50, bootstrap: True 
2 RUSBoost parameters: replacement: True, n_estimators: 200, learning_rate: 0.1  
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precision. The codomain of 𝐹! is [0,1], where 0 indicates that precision or recall are equal to 0 and 1 
that both metrics reach their optimum.  
Finally, we use the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve (AUC), which indicates 
whether a classifier can discriminate among the classes. It measures the area below the curve created by 
plotting the recall against the false positive rate (fp / fp + tn). AUC avoids making assumptions about 
the tradeoff between precision and recall and is naturally bounded between 0 and 1, whereas 1 indicates 
a perfect prediction, 0.5 is the expected AUC for a random guess, and 0 a classification which is totally 
wrong for all the observations (Fawcett, 2006). We illustrate the predictive performance as AUC values 
in Figure 2 and display the detailed results for the other metrics in Table 3. 

  
(a) Balanced RF (b) RUSBoost 

Figure 2. Predictive performance (AUC) for the four cross-selling products over five years. 

We answer our first RQ as follows: The prediction model for electricity customers signing an Internet 
contract can correctly predict with up to 86% (AUC) probability whether an individual customer will 
purchase this product. The predictive performance of the models is satisfactory overall, except for the 
cross-sell of TV customers to internet contracts. All in all, this result can augment the sales expert’s 
work and can give them confidence, especially when selling a contract that may bind the customer for 
a long time. In this way, the expert can decide whether a product offer makes sense or whether it would 
be better to invest the time of the customer conversation into a customer loyalty measure. 
Year (Train/Test) Balanced RF RUSBoost 
 AUC Precision Recall F2 AUC Precision Recall F2 
Power buys Inet         
2012/2013 0.848 0.032 0.972 0.141 0.867 0.038 0.963 0.164 
2013/2014 0.844 0.035 0.969 0.153 0.848 0.038 0.948 0.165 
2014/2015 0.847 0.037 0.961 0.160 0.850 0.041 0.935 0.174 
2015/2016 0.852 0.046 0.957 0.193 0.858 0.051 0.941 0.210 
2016/2017 0.846 0.042 0.940 0.178 0.854 0.047 0.920 0.197 
Power buys Tv 

0.827 0.043 0.836 0.177 0.849 0.047 0.870 0.193 2012/2013 
2013/2014 0.826 0.057 0.822 0.223 0.816 0.053 0.812 0.211 
2014/2015 0.821 0.047 0.824 0.191 0.815 0.043 0.829 0.179 
2015/2016 0.852 0.106 0.833 0.351 0.843 0.098 0.826 0.332 
2016/2017 0.832 0.065 0.818 0.246 0.836 0.066 0.825 0.249 
Inet buys Tv 

0.812 0.022 0.799 0.098 0.824 0.039 0.738 0.160 2012/2013 
2013/2014 0.808 0.029 0.775 0.126 0.824 0.051 0.730 0.200 
2014/2015 0.776 0.020 0.721 0.089 0.782 0.036 0.646 0.147 
2015/2016 0.783 0.022 0.732 0.099 0.792 0.044 0.658 0.174 
2016/2017 0.821 0.053 0.730 0.205 0.816 0.095 0.677 0.303 
Tv buys Inet 
2012/2013 0.717 0.037 0.780 0.156 0.739 0.043 0.771 0.176 
2013/2014 0.723 0.043 0.777 0.176 0.730 0.046 0.761 0.185 
2014/2015 0.716 0.038 0.781 0.158 0.724 0.041 0.758 0.169 
2015/2016 0.723 0.041 0.778 0.168 0.733 0.044 0.770 0.178 
2016/2017 0.715 0.035 0.744 0.147 0.719 0.037 0.719 0.155 

Table 3. Results of Balanced RF and RUSBoost Classifier. 
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4.2 SHAP explanation of predictions 
SHAP allows to obtain explanations why an ML model predicts a certain outcome. To illustrate the 
explanation result, we focus on the case "Power buys TV" of the Balanced RF with training data from 
2016 to predict cross-purchases in 2017, given that this subset has the higher proportion of true positives 
among the two cases with the largest number of observations. 
Figure 3 displays the SHAP summary plot indicating the estimated influence of the features on the 
classification result. Each point denotes an observation, with the color representing the level of the fea-
ture value on the respective scale (red belongs to higher and blue to lower feature values). The SHAP 
value determines the position of the points on the x-axis. Hence, the further to the right an observation 
for the respective feature is displayed on the plot, the stronger the shift of the model decision towards 
the positive class (here: purchase of a TV contract in 2017). If points are overlapping due to equal SHAP 
values, they are jittered. Finally, the plot orders the features according to their importance for the 
model’s output on the y-axis. 
A sales expert can use these explanations to gain additional insights to tailor sales talks. For example, a 
larger number of customer relationship months makes it unlikely that an electricity customer also buys 
a TV contract (feature 7 in Figure 3), or that older customers buy their internet contract from the utility 
company (feature 9). Yet, the majority of features represent information that is less usable in a sales 
conversation, like the revenue numbers (e.g., feature 1, 2, and 10) or the geographic location. 

 

Figure 3. Aggregated SHAP summary plot for each test fold of the cross-validation and Krus-
kal-Wallis test results for the 20 most important feaures. 

To assess the reliability of the explanations given, we perform two analyses. First, we check the robust-
ness based on 10 subsamples of the data and test whether the ML and SHAP approach yield to similar 
feature attributions in each subsample. This analysis has the underlying assumption that a robust expla-
nation for a feature can be replicated using different data subsets. We integrated our analysis in the 
stratified 10-fold cross-validation and checked for differences of the SHAP values between the test folds 
(i.e., groups) for customers that actually cross-purchased (i.e., true positives and false negatives). We 
assumed explanations to be robust either if the feature attributions assigned show no significant differ-
ences for buyers at all, or if they were significant but with a small effect size among the groups. To 
quantify differences between the groups, we used a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis (1952) test, given 
that the SHAP values of the features are not normally distributed. We list the results of this robustness 

1. Total.Revenue2016 (𝑝 = .249, 𝜂2 = .001)

2. Net.RevenueInet2016 (𝑝 = .875, 𝜂2 = .000)

3. ExisAng.CustomerInet2016 (𝑝 = .529, 𝜂2 = .000)

4. ConsumpAon.NormPower2016 (𝑝 = .788, 𝜂2 = .000)

5. Has.Phone (𝑝 = .841, 𝜂2 = .000)

6. Has.Mobile (𝑝 = .825, 𝜂2 = .000)

7. Customer.RelaAonshipsMonthsUnAl2016 ( 𝑝 = .370, 𝜂2 = .000)

8. Customer.StartYear (𝑝 = .397, 𝜂2 = .000) 

9. Customer.AgeInYears (𝑝 = .008, 𝜂2 = .006)

10. Net.RevenuePower2016 (𝑝 = .619, 𝜂2 = .000)

11. Building.NextBuildingDistMean(𝑝 = .601, 𝜂2 = .000)

12. Building.BuildingDistVariance (𝑝 = .236, 𝜂2 = .001)

13. Coordinates.Long (𝑝 = .764, 𝜂2 = .000)

14. MeanDist.Business (𝑝 = .304, 𝜂2 = .001)

15. Building.AreaMean (𝑝 = .884, 𝜂2 = .000)

16. Num.Buildings (𝑝 = .823, 𝜂2 = .000)

17. Building.AreaVariance (𝑝 = .874, 𝜂2 = .000)

18. MinDist.Business (𝑝 = .966, 𝜂2 = .000)

19. Building.AreaMedian (𝑝 = .007, 𝜂2 = .007)

20. TotalArea.NonResidenAal(𝑝 = .000, 𝜂2 = .017)
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evaluation in the left part of Figure 3 (after the feature name, we display the significance level and the 
effect size). For users, this information could be encoded, for example, using a traffic light symbol. 
The second evaluation concerns the detected patterns and tests if those patterns are also existent in fol-
lowing years. Like a sales expert, we therefore formulated hypotheses based on SHAP-assigned feature 
attributions. To validate the explanations, we conducted statistical tests using customer data from the 
following year (in this case 2017) to investigate whether the patterns explained by the XAI method 
actually hold true and thus can help energy utilities in targeting customers. For the statistical tests, we 
selected the 10 most influential features for prediction (Figure 3) because there, we could observe a clear 
pattern. We formulated hypotheses from the patterns (e.g., high values for Total.Revenue2016 lead cus-
tomers to sign a TV contract in 2017) and tested them for the two samples (i.e., buyers and non-buyers) 
by performing a one-sided two-sample Welch's t-test, a one-sided two-sample student's t-test (for the 
variable Customer.AgeInYears due to homogeneous variance between the samples), and a chi-squared 
test for the binary variables (Has.Phone and Has.Mobile). We determined the respective effect size 
Cohens' 𝑑 and 𝜔 (Cohen, 2013). Table 4 displays the results of these statistical tests. 
# Variable df Statistic p Eff. Size 
1 Total.Revenue2017 1527.73 10.96 < .001 0.27 
2 Net.RevenueInet2017 1518.68 22.64 < .001 0.68 
3 Existing.CustomerInet2017 1605.44 –31.16 < .001 –0.42 
4 Consumption.NormPower2017 1521.40 –1.14 .128 –0.03 
5 Has.Phone 1 126.33 < .001 0.03 
6 Has.Mobile 1 297.75 < .001 0.04 
7 Customer.RelationshipsMonthsUntil2017 1518.38 –14.47 < .001 –0.44 
8 Customer.StartYear 1518.68 14.38 < .001 0.43 
9 Customer.AgeInYears 165092 –11.23 < .001 –0.29 
10 Net.RevenuePower2017 1520.48 –0.65 .257 –0.02 

Table 4. Results of the statistical validation of XAI-detected pattern in the following year. 

We answer our second RQ as follows: Given that all characteristics in our evaluation show high robust-
ness, i.e., there are no significant differences, or if significant only with small effect size, we find that 
the XAI method SHAP can provide reliable explanations. Moreover, we find that the XAI-detected 
patterns in the data hold for following years and are therefore valid, as there is a significant difference 
(in the respective direction) between buyers and non-buyers (except for the features Consump-
tion.NormPower2017 and Net.RevenuePower2017). Both findings can increase the confidence of sales 
agents when using explanations from XAI methods embedded in IS. We thus conclude that XAI meth-
ods can overall very satisfactorily support the cross-selling process with detailed insights. 

5 Discussion and implications 
Research and practice has high interest in effective ML business applications. Although we see many 
successful applications of ML in research studies and single commercial applications, the majority of 
firms are not exploiting the true potential of ML technology. Only firms in some business areas benefit 
from their investments in ML and related data analytics technologies (Müller et al., 2018; Tambe, 2014; 
Wu et al., 2019). One reason for this is the lack of clarity regarding which concrete business applications 
and processes ML methods can truly complement (Davenport and Ronanki, 2018; Fountaine et al., 
2019). Hence, our study explored the use of current ML and XAI methods in the business field of cross-
selling in energy retailing. 
Operating in a data-rich environment (with CRM systems and data from long customer relations), sales 
experts struggle to have the right information at hand at the time of interaction. Thus, predictive and 
prescriptive insights are necessary to augment their hardly automatable work. Having applied ML on a 
dataset on 220,185 customers from a European utility, we found that this technology can predict which 
product(s) individual customers buy in the following year. In addition, we demonstrated that XAI meth-
ods can give sales experts rich insights on influencing factors why customers might buy these products. 
These insights pass statistical tests for robustness, and their true existence hold in consecutive years. 
The results inform two current research areas of ML applications (inscrutability and causality), have 
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implications for relationship marketing research, and lay the foundations for future studies that involve 
practitioners. 

5.1 Implications for ML applications 
Corporate applications of ML face several practical challenges that research needs to solve (Baier et al., 
2019; Lee and Shin, 2020). Based on our empirical case study, we have shown that two of these prob-
lems—the inscrutability of models and the lack of causality in explanations generated by XAI—can be 
overcome with a skillful use of available techniques: 
First, many ML applications are inscrutable to humans, with negative consequences on the acceptance 
of ML predictions among users (Burton et al., 2020; Dietvorst et al., 2018). In addition, business users 
often want prescriptions (e.g., decision recommendations) instead of predictions, or want to exploit the 
pattern recognition capability of the algorithms (Berente et al., 2019; Tremblay et al., 2021). We ex-
plored the use of ML models in that we made a model transparent with a feature attribution XAI ap-
proach. We confirmed findings from earlier research (Abdul et al., 2018; Miller, 2019; Wastensteiner et 
al., 2021) that current results of XAI are not designed for end-user facing applications. Furnishing the 
data insights with information on the robustness or true existence in other years could increase the ac-
ceptance and trust in such insights. 
Second, current XAI approaches are criticized to lack causality (Rudin, 2019), because variables that 
are causally related to the business problem can only be identified with the help of human experts and 
not with automated approaches. At least for our case, where we have data for several years at hand, we 
could apply statistical tests to demonstrate that the pattern identified by XAI can be confirmed with data 
of future years. 

5.2 Implications for relationship marketing theory and practice 
Our study extends the scope of ML applications to support relationship marketing processes. Earlier 
studies focused strongly on targeting issues—which means to select the most promising customers for 
an offer. We demonstrated that, because of the long history and proliferation of data in relationship 
marketing, it is also feasible to support the personalization (tailoring) for each individual customer. This 
means that ML models can provide sales experts with information on which product has the highest 
likelihood to be purchased and which argument for the product fits the customer. This helps them at the 
point of customer interaction, where sales experts cannot process huge amounts of information (Sweller, 
1993). Targeted insights give them confidence in the sales conversation, avoids wasting valuable contact 
time, or unprofitable cross-buying behavior (Shah et al., 2012). In this respect, predictions also help to 
discard existing practices such as hand-prioritized sales lists or gut feelings, and to make data-driven, 
evidence-based operational decisions. In marketing, customer value can be improved (Kumar, 2018) by 
increasing the cross-sell probability (offering the right product increases the likelihood of a sale). Cus-
tomer contact costs can also be reduced, as one can save the futile effort of making offers to a customer 
who will not buy. Finally, customer satisfaction may be strengthened, as more targeted contact takes 
place. 

5.3 Limitations and future work 
Our study investigates one of the first applications of XAI in the augmentation of cross-selling agents. 
Therefore, our study is just at the beginning of a larger research endeavor and comes with some limita-
tions. The most important limitation is that the data we received from the company was, if not indicated 
with year indices in this paper, static because their systems could not export core data changes over time. 
Further validations of XAI approaches are therefore necessary. 
Another area of improvements is the quantitative modelling. We use variants of the RF and AdaBoost 
classifiers in our analysis for cross-purchase predictions. We evaluated them with stratified 10-fold 
cross-validation, and used SHAP for feature attribution explanations. Here, the analysis could be ex-
tended by a more extensive parameter search and the use of additional and more sophisticated ML 
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approaches based, for example, on a focal loss function (Lin et al., 2018) and gradient boosted trees 
(Chen and Guestrin, 2016; Prokhorenkova et al., 2019). Also, the analysis could be extended by a re-
peated cross-validation, providing a larger amount of data in the folds, which would additionally 
strengthen the statistical tests performed. In addition, future work could consider other types of XAI 
explanations, such as counterfactual explanations that provide sales agents with insights on how feature 
values need to change in order to shift a model’s decision to a desired outcome (Mothilal et al., 2020). 
Finally, research should quantify the effect of ML predictions and the respective explanations on various 
performance indicators (i.e., task performance of sales agents, conversion rates, quality of consulting 
sessions, employee satisfaction, perceived usefulness, trust in predictions, durations of calls, etc.) and 
moderators (i.e., experienced vs. novice sales agents, good vs. bad performing sales agents). For this, 
controlled field experiments should be conducted. One central question is also, if the predictions work 
alone or only in combination with explanations. A follow-up question that can be part of this field vali-
dation is how XAI methods perform compared to established descriptive approaches (e.g., from visual-
izations or business intelligence systems) in terms of leveraging existing patterns from the data. In ad-
dition, how visualizations should be designed in order to gain insights from XAI in the field. 

6 Conclusion 
Our study has confirmed that ML and XAI methods offer great opportunities to support sales experts in 
cross-selling activities. In the presented case, these methods could transform comprehensive data from 
customer relations into actionable insights (predictions regarding the purchase probability of several 
products for individual customers and corresponding explanations on influencing factors). Furthermore, 
our study creates a basis to examine this application in future field studies and to explore the mechanisms 
that lead to ML and XAI being successfully used in organizations. 
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